Design resources
Spark inspiration with our online deco film viewer: LLumar.com/decofilmviewer
Contact us at 1.800.851.7781 for more information or visit LLumar.com to find a dealer near you.

Trust LLumar® window film for your next project.
Wherever there is glass, there is an opportunity for LLumar to enhance aesthetics, energy efficiency, comfort, safety, and security. LLumar window films protect and improve homes, businesses and vehicles in nearly 100 countries. We work directly with architects, designers and customers to ensure our products directly answer market demands.

Eastman Chemical Company, the manufacturer of LLumar products, is one of the largest, most integrated film production companies in the world. Our films feature superior quality construction and are designed to last. We confidently stand behind every LLumar product with a factory-backed warranty.*
Inspiration comes in many forms. LLumar® iLLusions™ brings your vision to life.

Whether you’re creating a mood or addressing a functional concern, it’s sometimes hard to know when inspiration will strike. When it does, LLumar iLLusions decorative films are here for you, with a broad palette of styles that includes frosts, patterns, textures, gradients and specialties. They’ll bring your vision to life.

Able to brilliantly enhance existing properties or new projects, LLumar iLLusions is everything you need it to be. Durable yet also removable, it can be a lasting feature or temporary update. For a wide range of design and project goals, you’ll find it hard to resist experimenting with LLumar iLLusions. That’s because this line of over 50 styles of decorative film has been carefully curated to spark ideas and fuel imagination.

Realistic textures
This series of elegant films can refract light and simulate the sparkle and clarity of a textured glass window, without the designer glass cost.

Design ideas
• Create an upscale look for medical office entrances
• Provide ambience and mystery in a spa setting
• Reduce distractions in conference rooms

Graphic patterns
Our patterned film styles are available in designs ranging from playful dots to classic pinstripes. Match your décor and design aesthetic with varying levels of translucency, including opaque white patterns.

Design ideas
• Inspire creativity in the workplace with decorative partition walls and stairways
• Add privacy, without eliminating light and views completely
• Boost interest in retail spaces by differentiating storefront glass

Satin Crystal Clear
Satin Crystal (NRMV SC)
Brushed Crystal (NRMV BC)
Crackled Glass (NRMV CG)
Sandblast
Frosted Glass
Frosted Sparkle
Rice Paper (NRM FRP)
Fiberglass (NRM FIBG)

Stripes (NRM FS)
Matte Stripes (NRM MFS)
Thin Lines (NRM FTL)
Bands (NRM FB)
Squares (NRM FSQ)
Matte Squares (NRM MSQ)
Small Dots (NRM FSD)
Matte Small Dots (NRM MFSD)
Mini Dots (NRM FMD)
Elegant frosts

The frost film series ensures privacy and diffuses light without compromising brightness, allowing it to deliver on design goals for a fraction of the cost of etched glass.

Design ideas

- Distinguish lobby entrances with logo and branding cutouts
- Conceal clutter in copy, storage and library areas
- Add privacy in bathrooms and private offices

Distinctive specialties

Mask light, add privacy or add a pop of color with this high-impact series including bold hues and opaque films. Enhance retail spaces and commercial properties with customized, unique combinations.

Design ideas

- Add a pop of color to lobby entrances
- Design vibrant partition walls and stairways
- Cover retail storefronts during renovation and construction projects
Modern gradients

A match for current design trends, each of the unique patterns in this series transitions from clear to opaque. Gradient films are a smart solution to partially block out views, selectively hide unattractive areas or add a fresh design element.

Design ideas

• Reduce the “fishbowl effect” in conference rooms
• Meet varying privacy needs in hotel spaces
• Maximize light flow through the top of glass walls

“Views and natural light enhance the quality of a workplace. However, they often conflict with program requirements for privacy. LLumar® iLLusions™ films enable designers to provide visual control where required and maximize access to daylight and views. The range of patterns and gradients available provide a broad range of aesthetic opportunities.”

-Bryan Sechrist
Architect | Christner, Inc.
Modern gradients

A match for current design trends, each of the unique patterns in this series transitions from clear to opaque. Gradient films are a smart solution to partially block out views, selectively hide unattractive areas or add a fresh design element.

Design ideas

- Reduce the “fishbowl effect” in conference rooms
- Meet varying privacy needs in hotel spaces
- Maximize light flow through the top of glass walls

“Views and natural light enhance the quality of a workplace. However, they often conflict with program requirements for privacy. LLumar® iLLusions™ films enable designers to provide visual control where required and maximize access to daylight and views. The range of patterns and gradients available provide a broad range of aesthetic opportunities.”

-Bryan Sechrist
Architect | Christner, Inc.

Get inspired with LLumar® iLLusions™ gradient films!
### Distinctive specialties

Mask light, add privacy or add a pop of color with this high-impact series including bold hues and opaque films. Enliven retail spaces and commercial properties with customized, unique combinations.

### Design ideas

- Add a pop of color to lobby entrances
- Design vibrant partition walls and stairways
- Cover retail storefronts during renovation and construction projects

### Elegant frosts

The frost film series ensures privacy and diffuses light without compromising brightness, allowing it to deliver on design goals for a fraction of the cost of etched glass.

### Design ideas

- Distinguish lobby entrances with logo and branding cutouts
- Conceal clutter in copy, storage and library areas
- Add privacy in bathrooms and private offices

### Mask light, add privacy or add a pop of color

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Black (NRMM PS2)</th>
<th>White (NRMW PS3)</th>
<th>Red</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yellow</td>
<td>Blue</td>
<td>Green</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temporary Black Out</td>
<td>Temporary White Out</td>
<td>White Light Diffuser</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100% Whiteout</td>
<td>Mist (NRM80 PS2)</td>
<td>Frost (NRM PS2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze (NRMB PS2)</td>
<td>Silver (RMS PS2)</td>
<td>Etched Frost (NRMV60F PS3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dusted Crystal (NRMV80DC PS3)</td>
<td>Dusted Crystal Poly</td>
<td>Dusted Frost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acid Etch</td>
<td>Silver Shimmer</td>
<td>Silver Sparkle</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Inspiration comes in many forms. LLumar® iLLusions™ brings your vision to life.

Whether you’re creating a mood or addressing a functional concern, it’s sometimes hard to know when inspiration will strike. When it does, LLumar iLLusions decorative films are here for you, with a broad palette of styles that includes frosts, patterns, textures, gradients and specialties. They’ll bring your vision to life.

Able to brilliantly enhance existing properties or new projects, LLumar iLLusions is everything you need it to be. Durable yet also removable, it can be a lasting feature or temporary update. For a wide range of design and project goals, you’ll find it hard to resist experimenting with LLumar iLLusions. That’s because this line of over 50 styles of decorative film has been carefully curated to spark ideas and fuel imagination.

A Graphic patterns
Our patterned film styles are available in designs ranging from playful dots to classic pinstripes. Match your décor and design aesthetic with varying levels of translucency, including opaque white patterns.

Design ideas
• Inspire creativity in the workplace with decorative partition walls and stairways
• Add privacy, without eliminating light and views completely
• Boost interest in retail spaces by differentiating storefront glass
Design resources

Spark inspiration with our online deco film viewer: LLumar.com/decofilmviewer

Contact us at 1.800.851.7781 for more information or visit LLumar.com to find a dealer near you.

Trust LLumar® window film for your next project.

Wherever there is glass, there is an opportunity for LLumar to enhance aesthetics, energy efficiency, comfort, safety, and security. LLumar window films protect and improve homes, businesses and vehicles in nearly 100 countries. We work directly with architects, designers and customers to ensure our products directly answer market demands.

Eastman Chemical Company, the manufacturer of LLumar products, is one of the largest, most integrated film production companies in the world. Our films feature superior quality construction and are designed to last. We confidently stand behind every LLumar product with a factory-backed warranty.*

LLumar® iLLusions™ Decorative Window Film

Imagine the possibilities.